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A collection of essays exploring the philosophical themes and aesthetic vision behind
blockbuster film including The Insider, Public Enemies,and more.Known for his finely crafted
crime thrillers, American filmmaker Michael Mann has long been regarded as a talented triple
threat capable of moving effortlessly between television and feature films as a writer, director,
and executive producer. His unique visual sense and thematic approach are evident in the
Emmy Award-winning The Jericho Mile, the cult favorite The Keep, the American epic The Last
of the Mohicans, and the Academy Award-nominated The Insider, as well as more recent works
such as Ali, Miami Vice, and Public Enemies.The Philosophy of Michael Mann provides a
comprehensive account of the work of this highly accomplished filmmaker, exploring the
director's recognizable visual style and the various on-screen and philosophical elements he
has tested in his thirty-five-year career. The essays in this wide-ranging book will appeal to fans
of the revolutionary filmmaker and to philosophical scholars interested in the themes and
conflicts that drive his movies.

"Although Mann is recognized, both popularly and critically, as a brilliant visual stylist who
revitalized the American crime genre in the postmodern era, The Philosophy of Michael Mann is
the first scholarly treatment of his oeuvre from a range of philosophical perspectives. Soundly
refuting the notion of Mann as a manipulator of surfaces, this volume reveals the subtextual
depths and diversity of his feature film career."―Linda Badley, Middle Tennessee State
University"This is an extremely useful and diverse collection of philosophical musings on one of
American cinema's most important contemporary auteurs. The Philosophy of Michael Mann
features an impressive line-up of world-renowned film critics, philosophers, literary experts, and
Mann scholars―all illuminating the eclectic range of concepts gestured to throughout his
decades of work. A provocative, engaging read for students of cinema and philosophy, as well
as fans of the director. If there remains any doubt that Mann is a legitimate auteur of the first
order, this collection should put it to rest once and for all."―Jason Sperb, Northwestern
University, author of Blossoms & Blood: Postmodern Media Culture and the Films of Paul
Thomas Anderson"[. . . ] [The authors] have woven a complex collection of criticism and analysis
into a cohesive and satisfying whole that expresses the multiplicity of Mann's oeuvre. [. . .]
Achieved here, in this rather concise yet wholly expansive book, is something worthy of the
attention of not only readers interested in the cinema of Michael Mann, but also those interested
in philosophy, history, anthropology, and aesthetic theory. A great read."―Film Matters --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorSteven M. Sanders is emeritus erofessor of
ehilosophy at Bridgewater State University. He is the editor of The Philosophy of Science Fiction
Film and the coeditor of The Philosophy of TV Noir.Aeon J. Skoble is professor of philosophy at



Bridgewater State University and a senior fellow at the Fraser Institute. He is the author or editor
of numerous books, including Deleting the State: An Argument about Government and Reading
Rasmussen and Den Uyl: Critical Essays on Norms of Liberty.R. Barton Palmer is the Calhoun
Lemon Professor of Literature at Clemson University, where he also directs the film studies
program. He is the coeditor of The Philosophy of Steven Soderbergh. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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OF MICHAEL MANNSteven SandersMichael Mann’s personal involvement as a writer, director,
and producer has given him the reputation of being an unusually talented triple threat in
Hollywood. He has been called “one of the most breathtaking cinematic stylists of his era” and
“Hollywood’s foremost urbanist.”1 His ability to recreate the language and visualize the
circumstances of the crime cultures he so often infiltrates is as uncanny as it is illuminating. His
diagnosis of the circumstances of his existential protagonists in the alienated urban space of
postmodern capitalism incorporates a film noir sensibility even as it investigates the cultural



dilemmas of the twenty-first century. His numerous television-scriptwriting credits, directorial
achievements, and executive-producing expertise have earned him the respect of his peers and
the gratitude of fans worldwide.Mann’s work bears the unique signature of his probing
intelligence and aesthetic flair in many and diverse formats and forms: from documentaries to
biopics, from period interpretations of classic literature to neo-noir urban-crime feature films;
from socially conscious examinations of corporate misconduct to stunning automobile
advertisements for Mercedes-Benz and Ferrari; from a network television series about
undercover police work in 1980s Miami to one about mob turf wars in early 1960s Chicago, Las
Vegas, and Central America to an HBO series about horse racing in Southern California. Add to
these credits Mann’s new projects in development (about which there is always speculation),
and it is easy to see why those who would take the full measure of his career achievements have
their work cut out for them. The Philosophy of Michael Mann is the first collection of original
essays by scholars in philosophy, film criticism, literature, and elsewhere to identify, describe,
and open up for discussion some of the most interesting philosophical themes in Mann’s ten
feature films, his early telefilm, The Jericho Mile (1979), and the network television series he
executive-produced, Miami Vice (1984–1989) and Crime Story (1986–1988).2 The essays,
some of which provide readings of Mann’s work inspired by existentialism, postmodernism, and
film noir, keep faith with readers who have made the Philosophy of Popular Culture Series an
important, admired, and accessible forum for the philosophical discussion of the work of such
film exemplars as Stanley Kubrick, Martin Scorsese, and Steven Spielberg and of such genres
as neo-noir, science fiction, and the Western. Throughout this book, such themes as existential
choice, evil and power, style and its discontents, justice, law, and ethics are introduced,
elucidated, applied to Mann’s work, and evaluated. Rather than trying to pinpoint the philosophy
of Michael Mann, as the volume’s title might lead some readers to expect, the contributors are
remarkably eclectic in their approaches, areas of interest, and presuppositions. Some invoke
historical figures such as Aristotle, Locke, Kant, and Rousseau, whereas others utilize
contemporary European philosophers such as Foucault, Deleuze, Guattari, and Levinas, and
still others revisit recent film theorists and critics such as David Bordwell and Sean Cubitt to
fashion an understanding of Mann’s work. Some of the essays emphasize Mann’s existentialist
ideas, others focus on his aesthetics of horror, and still others discuss his critique of the
corporatization of crime and his creation of a new noir that brings together images of
relationships, work, and individual striving in the megalopolises of Los Angeles and Miami and
the evolution of a wholly new model of criminal trafficking on a global scale.Authorship and the
Rise of the Crime AuteurMann’s well-known involvement as a writer-director-producer of feature
films, television series, and documentaries as well as his transformation of the urban-crime
genre from a redoubt of film noir into a contemporary commercial sector, which some have
thought comparable to the work of his contemporary Martin Scorsese, would seem to put him in
a strong position to bear the honorific auteur. In The Cinema of Michael Mann: Vice and
Vindication, Jonathan Rayner discusses the question of Mann’s authorship and writes, “Mann’s



authorship must be viewed in several chronological, industrial, and formal contexts: the post-
classical context, inflected by television but still marked by the influence of experimentation in
American film of the 1960’s and 1970’s, in which his career begins; the brand name, commercial
American auteurist cinema of the 1980’s and 1990’s in which Mann’s signature and success
become established; and the emerging digital cinema of the new millennium, in which Mann’s
films are proving instrumental in defining.”3 And in defining Mann as a “crime auteur,” Steven
Rybin remarks that “it is fair to call Mann a crime auteur, given his career-long predilection for
crime as a genre and a narrative trope, even in his noncrime films. Indeed, crime may be the key
trope for understanding [the] vexed relationship between Mann’s men and the world they
inhabit.”4 Nevertheless, Mann’s designation as an auteur, the creator or author of the cinematic
or televisual work of art, has been challenged both by those who have never adopted auteur
analysis and by those who think there might be something to the notion of the auteur but do not
think Mann qualifies as one.5 This controversy heated up when, in the full flush of the popularity
of Miami Vice and Crime Story, the 1980s television series that Mann executive-produced for
NBC, the mantle of auteur was bestowed upon him.6 Just as Chris Carter, Dick Wolf, and David
Chase put their distinctive stamp on The X-Files (1993–2002), Law and Order (1990–2010), and
The Sopranos (1999–2007), respectively, Mann oversaw the creation of a total atmosphere on
Miami Vice—visual, sonic, and narrative.The term auteur is typically used as a term of praise
denoting not only accomplishment in the development of a personal style and the articulation of
a worldview, but also control, and there is often a significant factual basis for explaining whose
vision or point of view has guided a particular film or television series. Identifying the themes,
narratives, visual realization, sound design, casting, and direction of a film or series by reference
to the decisions of an individual—typically a director (Alfred Hitchcock, Orson Welles, Howard
Hawks, John Ford), but sometimes a producer or even a studio head (David O. Selznick, Darryl
F. Zanuck)—is part of such an explanation. Of course, explanations by reference to an auteur do
not mean that there are no other factors involved in bringing a feature film or television series to
fruition, from the contingencies of financing to the vicissitudes of location, weather, production
costs, labor disputes, cast availability, star demands, and so on. And Mann himself has spoken
of the fact that even those who are in control have to make difficult decisions in light of the many
factors that bear on the making of a film. “I have to make a lot of really difficult, hard, heart-
breaking decisions sometimes about material that I really love, and people do fabulous work in,”
Mann has said, alluding to the “fast boat” race sequence that originally opened the Miami Vice
(2006) feature film but was subsequently cut.7 “I always felt the story should be tight,” Mann
explains. “You should be dropped into [Sonny Crockett and Rico Tubbs’s] lives, and I wanted it to
have an intensity, and a drive, where bang, you’re in it, and when that movie ends, it goes to
black, and that’s as much of this story as we’re telling right now.”8Mann and Existentialist
PhilosophyThe link between the philosophy of existentialism and Mann’s cinema can be found in
the frequency with which existentialist concepts and themes are given dramatic expression in
his work. Indeed, if there is a connection between his feature films and the predominantly French



and German philosophical and literary movement, it is because both have a common source in
the attempt to dramatize and explain human experience in terms of alienation, authenticity,
freedom, and existential choice. The works of the existentialists were written out of the depths of
their (often conflicted) personalities, and the way in which personality is woven into the fabric of
Mann’s protagonists—so often outliers, loners, rebels, and mavericks—gives his work
philosophical significance: a concern with the dilemmas and paradoxes of freedom and personal
identity; the central issue of troubled pasts; alienation and rootlessness in the protagonists’
character formation; and the competitive and combative nature of human
relationships.Architecture also figures prominently in Mann’s work, and his use of it has an
important existential dimension, as Robert Arnett analyzes in detail in his resourceful essay
“Michael Mann and Nonplace: A Nietzschean Element in Mann’s Modern Crime Films.” Arnett
argues that Mann’s later crime films establish what he calls a “digital noir” profoundly concerned
with identity and sameness. He suggests that the core of Mann’s evolving philosophy is that
identity is intrinsically tied to one’s ability to control the physical and digital surrounding space. In
this connection, Arnett finds echoes of Nietzsche’s philosophy of power and draws attention to
relevant portions of the nineteenth-century philosopher’s work to support this interpretation.In “
‘Awakened to Chaos’: Outsiders in The Jericho Mile and Thief,” an essay incorporating
philosophy, literature, and film criticism, volume coeditor R. Barton Palmer provides a conceptual
portrait of the outsider as he is found in these early works directed by Mann. Palmer argues that
unlike some protagonists who “in the end offer only despairing displays of cynical antiheroism or
unpersuasive restorations of the status quo, Mann’s protagonists consistently mold their own
destinies, choose loss, destruction, or even death over either a surrender to the system or an
abrogation of their personal truth.”9 In this way, Palmer argues convincingly that Mann provides a
fascinating alternative to the characterization of the outsider so often found in cinema. Taking up
this motif of the rootless, alienated protagonist, I argue in “Existential Mann” that although many
of Mann’s protagonists are given to actions that express an existential impasse, they are also
strongly moved by the ideas of freedom, authenticity, and existential choice. For them, Jean-Paul
Sartre’s idea that we are condemned to be free gives rise not only to anguish, but also to the
prospect of attaining the authentic existence they seek. I call attention to these themes in Thief
(1981) and in key episodes of Miami Vice. I then discuss some contrasts between the Miami
Vice television series and Mann’s feature film of the same title.Evil, Power, and the Aesthetics of
HorrorMann has not been reluctant to explore evil and horror in his films. In the essay “Do You
See? Reflecting on Evil in Manhunter,” volume coeditor Aeon J. Skoble examines the conception
of evil in the killers Francis Dollarhyde and Hannibal Lecktor and by the FBI profiler Will Graham,
whose methodology includes trying to think as the killers think. Skoble shows how Graham is
able to do this and, effectively invoking both Socrates and Nietzsche, explains why it is
dangerous to him, both physically and psychologically. He also adds to the auteurist case by
citing connections between Manhunter (1986) and Miami Vice that are hardly likely to be
coincidental. In “Mann and Übermensch: Evil and Power in Manhunter,” David Sterritt acutely



and persuasively explores evil, power, and voyeurism as well as, in his words, “the notion of ‘law’
in relation to the psychic economy of heroes and villains in Mann’s seminal horror film, linking
the operations of its corrupted and corrupting enjoyment to Friedrich Nietzsche’s concepts of
power, amorality, and evil as a propulsive, productive force.”10 And in “ ‘Blood in the Moonlight’:
Toward an Aesthetics of Horror in The Keep and Manhunter,” Ivo Ritzer provides close readings
of two of Mann’s early films in the light of the contribution they make to an aesthetics of horror.
He contrasts The Keep’s (1983) supernatural power threatening humans with Manhunter’s
manlike monster, the diabolical sovereign Hannibal Lecktor. Ritzer argues that Mann’s
aesthetics of horror is an aestheticization of horror because in both films the terrible is
transformed into the beautiful through mise-en-scène and montage.Style and Its DiscontentsAs
noted earlier, a key achievement of Mann’s cinema is the way he brings together existentialist
ideas and noir themes, spiked with emotional resonance. Unfortunately, the elaborate and often
thrilling orchestrations that are characteristic of Mann’s crime cinema have given him the
reputation among some as a filmmaker with a style-heavy hand. As a case in point, consider film
historian and critic David Thomson’s appraisal of Mann, which has swung wildly in successive
editions of his influential source book The New Biographical Dictionary of Film and elsewhere.
He has gone from saying in 2004 that “no one does film with better touch”11 and writing in 2008
of “Mann’s exhilarating prowess, his unmatched capacity for holding the screen,” and his
“faultless hiring of players as well as an unerring ear for movie talk”12 to calling the Miami Vice
feature film in 2010 “so style-oriented it left you screaming. And Public Enemies was enough to
erase the legend that Michael Mann deserves to be regarded as a talent.”13Although most of
Mann’s critics have not been as erratic as Thomson or reflected such seemingly conflicting
judgments (to say nothing of expressing them in such indefensibly harsh terms), commentary on
Mann’s work typically has weighed in on one side or the other of this critical divide, lending
significance to the discussions of Mann and style in the chapters that examine in detail the
relations between style and meaning in his cinema. Examples of the way Mann’s visuals have a
functional role in the elaboration of story and character can be found in most of the chapters in
this book. Several make the point that even Mann’s action sequences are concerned with
character delineation and plot as a way to deflect the criticism that he emphasizes style at the
expense of content, a canard that has shadowed Mann throughout much of his career.Few
commentators on Mann have analyzed the intensification of themes and particular meanings
through style as acutely as Steven Rybin. His essay “Style, Meaning, and Myth in Public
Enemies” is an intensive case study of Mann’s 2009 film and an implicit rejoinder to Thomson’s
judgment. According to Rybin, Mann’s films are consistent with the director’s career-long desire
for authenticity and realism even as they also call attention to themselves as striking aesthetic
objects through a creative use of high-definition digital technology. With his analysis of key
sequences in Public Enemies (2009), Rybin shows how Mann synthesizes style and content,
framing acting as both a component of style and a vehicle for the gradual development of
narrative meaning. In a characteristically inventive and minutely observed study of his essay’s



subject, Murray Pomerance argues in “Interiorization in Public Enemies” that the film is about
modernity, despite being a period gangster film. He demonstrates this through a close
examination of several of Mann’s techniques, such as contrasts in setting, exposition of
personality types, and conflicting perspectives on where the audience’s loyalties are expected to
lie. In this light, Pomerance discusses how the very notion of interiors is fluid and treated
differently by the gangster film. Tom Paulus and Vito Adriaensens adapt the notion of mannerism
as a means to achieve a better understanding of Mann’s cinema. In their carefully documented
essay “Mannerism: Neoclassical Style in the Films of Michael Mann,” they observe both changes
and continuities in his directorial development while identifying the relevant and rapidly
accumulating literature on cinematic style before boldly proposing a conception of Mann’s
cinema as “mannerist in the sense of its being image conscious and thereby both constructive
and instructive of viewing skills.”Ethics, Justice, and LawIn a number of his films, Mann
addresses the postmodern theme of the relativity of truth and all modes of representing it and
giving it expression. This idea is closely related to the theme of the representation of persons
and events in the mass media, a key theme of The Insider (1999). David LaRocca discusses in
“The Ethics of Contracts, Conscience, and Courage in The Insider” three interrelated topics of
philosophical significance at the center of Mann’s film. He skillfully draws from the work of
philosophers such as Epictetus, Aristotle, Emerson, Kant, and J. L. Austin to assess the ways in
which Mann’s film illustrates and complicates an understanding of performative speech and the
nature of promises and contracts, individual conscience in its social context, especially in a
marriage, and the quality and conditions for moral courage. In “The Commodification of Justice:
Michael Mann and Postmodern Law,” Mark Wildermuth argues that “Mann’s televisual and
cinematic works show concern for the collapse of collective social action under the influence, in
part, of a modern legal system that commodifies the idea of justice and thereby ensures that the
law serves mainly the violently acquisitive members of society at the top of the economic
hierarchy.” Analyzing such films as The Last of the Mohicans (1992) and Collateral (2004) as
well as episodes of Miami Vice and Crime Story, he argues that in Mann’s view law is a coercive
force for controlling human identity and corrupting human society in late-capitalist America. And
in “Subjectivity and the Ethics of Duty in Michael Mann’s Cinema,” Aga Skrodzka explores ethics
in Mann’s feature films Thief and Collateral. In her exploration of Mann’s preoccupation with
human subjectivity and the process of its constitution, Skrodzka draws on philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas’s ethics of unconditional responsibility in the face of the demands of the
Other. In this way, she endeavors to determine whether this ethics will resolve tensions that
might otherwise remain in Mann’s outlook.Love, Emotion, and the Methodology of
PhilosophyAlan Woolfolk’s reflections on the clash of cultures in The Last of the Mohicans in his
essay “Natural Man, Natural Rights, and Eros: Conflicting Visions of Nature, Society, and Love in
The Last of the Mohicans” are carried out with an eye toward showing how “Mann has chosen to
inject full-blown moral agents into what Rousseau originally conceived to be an amoral natural
state. The state of nature has been moralized and pitted against the corrupting influences of



European civilization within the American colonies.” Situating much of his discussion historically,
Wool-folk provides a richly textured and carefully documented account of the ways in which
Mann has woven both Lockean and Rousseauian motifs into The Last of the Mohicans.A
recurring theme in Mann’s work is the emotional, if not moral, similarity between cop and
criminal. It is on full display, for example, in Heat (1995) by allowing police Lieutenant Vincent
Hanna (Al Pacino) and thief Neil McCauley (Robert De Niro) to reveal enough of themselves to
convince us that they have similar psychologies. In Heat’s famous café conversation between
McCauley and Hanna, each concedes that there is nothing else he knows how to do or wants to
do more than rob banks and catch criminals, respectively. Until McCauley meets Eady (Amy
Brenneman), he is isolated from the feelings of ambivalence that would affect any normal person
who must be prepared in thirty seconds flat to walk away from any attachments he may have if
he is to achieve McCauley’s form of professionalism in his chosen endeavor. Hanna’s
susceptibility to the same isolation from feeling is reflected in the words that his wife, Justine
(Diane Venora), has for him: “You don’t live with me; you live among the remains of dead people.
You sift through the detritus, you read the terrain, you search for signs of passing, for the scent of
your prey, and then you hunt them down. That’s the only thing you’re committed to.”14 When
Hanna returns home to find his wife entertaining a would-be lover, he begins a tirade against
Justine’s exhusband’s “dead-tech, postmodernistic, bullshit house.” In “Emotion, Truth, and
Space in Heat,” Jonah Corne argues that Hanna’s outburst offers us a highly fruitful way to
understand Heat’s overlapping preoccupations with emotion, truth, and space. He argues that
Hanna resists strict identification with any one side of the binaries that frame such contrasts:
dead/alive, warm/cold, bullshit/truth. Rather, he is a character marked by fierce antagonisms
who keeps Mann’s complex philosophico-architectural vision absorbingly open and
unresolved.In the end, McCauley and Hanna are driven by a need that defines who and what
each man is. These commitments and needs characteristic of the two are exposed in the film’s
finale. McCauley seems to have decided to move to Australia with Eady, a woman he thinks he
cannot live without. But he hesitates on their way to the airport long enough to make the fateful
choice to hunt down the psychopathic Waingro (Kevin Gage), who shot and killed an armored
car guard on an earlier McCauley heist, forcing McCauley and his crew to kill the remaining
guards. It is a fateful choice because although he finds and kills Waingro in the airport hotel, he
cannot get back to Eady without encountering Hanna, who pursues McCauley into the field on
the outskirts of the airport tarmac in a deadly finale.David Rodríguez-Ruiz discusses in “Mann’s
Biopics and the Methodology of Philosophy: Ali and The Insider” the philosophical background
of Mann’s concerns with definitions and examines the challenges that his biopics raise for the
methodology of philosophy. He argues that in Ali “the protagonists’ fights outside the ring are
fought with words and actions, and their goal is to confront received notions, and in The Insider
corporations influence public opinion and hide valuable information by playing with the meaning
of terms, making up legal concepts, and undermining the reputation of their opponents.”15
Using Mann’s biopics as illustrative instances, Rodríguez-Ruiz asks whether philosophy’s task is



to spell out common conceptions or to confront them or both.Television MannThe chapters in
this volume encompass Michael Mann’s career to date as a feature filmmaker, but no
introduction to his work should fail to comment on his extensive contributions to television. He
wrote scripts for Police Story (1973–1977), Starsky & Hutch (1975–1979), and the pilot for Vega
$ (1978–1981). That pilot depicted the transition from the old Las Vegas to the new as a move
from downtown to the Strip. The neo-noir dimensions that Mann might have brought to the series
evidently were not going to be realized, however, so Mann decamped to Chicago and North
Wales, respectively, to direct two feature films: Thief, starring James Caan, and The Keep,
starring Scott Glenn. Both films have music tracks by the German electronic group Tangerine
Dream that reflect the dark and foreboding nature of their respective themes and surroundings.
With the recognition in the industry that the exposure from the two films brought him, Mann was
hired to executive-produce Miami Vice, an assignment that put him in the public eye and gave
him the opportunity to helm a broadcast crime drama as noteworthy as a cultural phenomenon
as it was as a television milestone. During the series run, Mann also executive-produced the
groundbreaking television series Crime Story. Both series are filmed extensively though by no
means exclusively at night and wallpapered in sound. Miami Vice in particular has Jan
Hammer’s exquisite thematic scores and includes songs symbolic of the episodes they are
found in, such as Todd Rundgren’s “Tiny Demons,” Russ Ballard’s “Voices,” Bryan Ferry’s “Kiss
and Tell,” the Payola$’ “Eyes of a Stranger,” the Smithereens’ “Blood and Roses,” as well as a
lengthy list of New Wave, soul, Latin, and rock-and-roll hits, all in their original renditions—a
rarity on broadcast television at the time.Mann’s legendary hands-on approach to executive-
producing suggests that he had a say in virtually everything that concerned the look and sound
of Miami Vice (at least during its first two years), including scripts, locations, wardrobe, and
music.16 In addition to foregrounding Miami’s status as a “sunshine noir” city, Mann’s influence
as executive producer is especially clear in the attention the series gives to the themes of
existential crises and threats to personal identity as well as to important social and political
issues of the day. He is especially mindful of the show’s story lines and narrative boldness, about
which he told John Maguire in 2007: “I looked again at the pilot and some of the early episodes
and I got kind of captured afresh by the deep currents and the emotional power of those stories,
and I’m talking here about the first two seasons. The way the issues were brought in from the
outside world into the lives of Crockett and Tubbs and the way the stories impacted on them. To
me, these stories summed up Miami Vice as it originally was.”17Although much of Miami Vice
engages us through its style, Mann’s comments remind us that the series did not neglect
narrative, character, or performance, including performances by guest stars that were often
tours de force. The episode “Heart of Darkness” (September 28, 1984) is a case in point. It
features an FBI agent (Ed O’Neill) who, while working undercover to entrap a Miami porn dealer,
must make an existential choice between living the glamorous life of money and beautiful,
available women that he has become accustomed to and maintaining his identity as a law
enforcement professional and faithful husband, and who knows he cannot do both. Other



examples include “Shadow in the Dark” (October 31, 1986), in which Sonny Crockett (Don
Johnson) tries to hold on to his identity while simultaneously entering the mental life of a bizarre
cat burglar (Vincent Caristi). The episode ends in a scene associated with all the narrative
ambiguity of neo-noir: an abrupt cut away from Crockett behind a two-way mirror observing the
interrogation of the Shadow to Crockett suddenly waking, which provokes viewers to wonder
whether the episode they have been watching has been Crockett’s dream all along. In “Out
Where the Buses Don’t Run” (October 18, 1985), a former vice detective’s (Bruce McGill) past
haunts him and enters his present. In existential conflict, he obsessively seeks the drug kingpin
who disappeared after charges against him were dismissed—unable, either psychologically or
existentially, to accept that he murdered the criminal long ago. In “Death and the Lady” (October
16, 1987), an avant-garde filmmaker (Paul Guilfoyle) accused of murdering an actress during the
making of a snuff flick engages in cat-and-mouse play with Crockett, defying him by introducing
him to alternative models, each of whom bears a startling resemblance to the actress he is
accused of killing. Other episodes dramatize how Crockett “becomes” his undercover criminal
alter ego, Sonny Burnett, after he suffers a concussion while on an undercover assignment.
Working for a crime syndicate in the underworld that is Burnett’s milieu, Crockett engages in
criminal activity even as he begins to have flashbacks to his life as a vice detective. So begins an
existential struggle to confront the killer inside him and recover his true identity.In Crime Story, a
prime-time period drama in serial format, two deeply alienated adversaries, Chicago police
detective lieutenant Mike Torello (Dennis Farina) and ruthless criminal Ray Luca (Anthony
Denison), demonize each other in a Manichean struggle for dominance. Torello, sworn to uphold
the law, pursues Luca from Chicago to Las Vegas, where Luca operates an international criminal
enterprise. As Torello’s obsession to put Luca behind bars begins to take its toll, and with the
authority of a federal Major Crime Unit task force he now heads, he resorts to acts of
professional misconduct on a massive scale. Shot on location and described by Mann as “a 22-
hour picture,” this neo-noir masterpiece has been contrasted with its illustrious predecessor:
Julia Cameron writes, “If Miami Vice renders a vision of our near future in pastel neons, Crime
Story gives us a past that is black and blue and purple: the colors of a bruise.”18 Writing about
the series in the New York Times in 2001, thirteen years after NBC had cancelled the show at
the end of its second season and A&E began to air the entire series, Thelma Adams called
Crime Story “one of the best television series you’ve probably never seen.”19In 1989, with both
Miami Vice and Crime Story behind him, Mann wrote, directed, and executive-produced the TV
movie L.A. Takedown, a precursor to Heat. In 1990, he produced the Emmy Award–winning
miniseries Drug Wars: The Camarena Story, and in 2002–2003 in the early days of high-
definition broadcasting he co-executive-produced Robbery Homicide Division, starring Tom
Sizemore. The series ran for ten episodes. In 2011–2012, Mann co-executive-produced and
directed the pilot of Luck, the ironically titled series for HBO created by David Milch and starring
Dustin Hoffman. After several incidents led to the death of three racehorses during production,
HBO cancelled the series. In 2012, Mann and filmmaker David Frankham executive-produced



Witness for HBO, a documentary in four installments about the experiences of photojournalists
whose work involves reporting on conflict situations around the world. In mid-2013, shooting
commenced in Los Angeles and Hong Kong on Cyber, a thriller written, directed, and produced
by Mann. He is at work on a digital restoration of Thief to be released on DVD in 2014.20Notes1.
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anybody notices. This corpse doing laps around LA, people on and off, sitting next to him,
nobody notices.” Buildings, bridges, roads, and other geographic structures act as key elements
in Michael Mann’s mise-en-scène and suggest, as Vincent alludes to, the “nonplace” of Marc
Augé’s supermodernity. Augé defines nonplace as space that “cannot be defined as relational,
or historical, or concerned with identity.”1 Nonplaces separate people from their identity, creating
mass groups, such as commuters, passengers, shoppers, consumers. Nonplaces induce
physical and virtual sameness and soullessness, and Augé sees the points where large
numbers of people collect, such as airports, large retail spaces, cable and wireless networks, as
putting “the individual in contact only with another image of himself.”2 Sameness on a pervasive
scale makes the essential quality of supermodernity excess: too many events, too many
structures, and both filled with too many individuals stripped of their identity. Mann and Augé
take a cue from Friedrich Nietzsche in their expression of place: “The language spoken by these
buildings is far too rhetorical and unfree, reminding us that they are houses of God and
ostentatious monuments of some supramundane intercourse.”3Michael Mann’s storytelling
engages a spatial sensibility, and in a previous essay I track how space influences narrative
decisions.4 In this essay, Nietzsche’s writing provides a vehicle to illuminate the multiple levels
of meaning found in Mann’s modern crime films, from direction and mise-en-scène to the central
characters’ profound struggle to find meaning, or the lack thereof, in the spaces they inhabit and
often to (re)define those spaces. The characters define the spaces they inhabit much as in
Nietzsche’s contention that “I do not see how we could remain content with such buildings even
if they were stripped of their churchly purposes.”5 From an architectural theory point of view,
Mark Rakatansky suggests that the constitution and management of people occur in
“institutional space” (office buildings, homes, roads, parks) and that “institutional space may
provide one of the more productive themes for a narrative architecture.”6 For Nietzsche,
institutional space is religious/God space (churches, monasteries, etc.), and the architect, who
“has always been under the spell of power,” creates buildings that “are supposed to render pride
visible, and a victory over gravity, the will to power.”7 Yet, for Nietzsche, architecture often fails in
its aims and becomes institutionalized. He asserts, “We who are godless could not think our
thoughts in such places.”8 Mann, as film director–architect, exerts a will to power with
institutional spaces and adapts the management of the subjects within those spaces to fit his
rhetorical means. The space often requires minimal “management/will to power” from Mann—
that is, the bridge is supposed to be a bridge; lighting and composition enhance the bridge’s
rhetorical presence. In some cases, the will to power alters the meaning of the original space.
For example, Atlanta’s High Museum becomes the prison holding Dr. Hannibal Lecktor (Brian
Cox) in Manhunter (1986). By rejecting its museum qualities, Mann frames the museum to fit a
thematic design. For Mann, the museum becomes a prison, and its prevailing whiteness and
sterility amplify the absence of identity he associates with prisons. Architecture, in other words,
bears multiple levels of meaning in Mann’s modern crime films, but Augé’s supermodernity of
nonplace provides only a beginning to understanding the potential in Mann’s mise-en-scène. We



turn, then, to Nietzsche for a more philosophical understanding of the excessive sameness of
Augé’s supermodernity in Mann’s modern crime films, using the films as case studies, first, to
explicate Mann’s filmic style; second, to isolate the various levels of meaning and architectural
representation; and third, to find in Mann’s treatment of space elements resonating with
Nietzsche’s philosophy.Mann’s filmic style coordinates the camera elements (composition,
lighting, color saturation) and built environs and uses them to frame the viewer’s position on the
characters and events. The camera frames structures in a way determined to connect space and
character. Mann takes us through structures to see characters carefully positioned within a
space. He sets Neil McCauley (Robert De Niro), the professional thief of Heat (1995), for
example, in his beach house so that the interior frames the view of both Neil and the ocean
beyond. Similar compositions appear in Manhunter and the film version of Miami Vice (2006).
Consistent architectural representations go on to form a lexicon of structures. Mann’s heroes
usually live in beach homes, antagonists live in modern homes, parking garages become
meeting places, office buildings are blue-collar work sites, confrontations occur beneath
bridges, highways are places of meditation and contemplation, and diners or bars act as sites of
negotiation and exchange. His film style interacts with architectural representations and
demonstrates how space drives character and narrative.On a broad level, Mann’s modern crime
films depict the arrival of the hero within a nonplace (e.g., Frank [James Caan] breaks into a safe
in an office building in Thief [1981]; the cops deliver Will Graham [William Peterson] to the home
of the murder victims in Manhunter; Neil arrives on a commuter train in Heat; Vincent arrives at
the Los Angeles Airport in Collateral; and Crockett and Tubbs [Colin Farrell and Jamie Foxx]
enter a drug organization network in an undercover operation in Miami Vice), and that space
determines their action (a crime, an investigation, or an undercover operation). On a more
detailed level, space defines character. For example, when members of the Aryan Brotherhood
kidnap Trudy (Naomie Harris) in the 2006 Miami Vice, she manages to give away the location
during the hostage phone call by referring to “trailer trash,” which clues her colleagues to find
trailer parks near airports. Similarly, the serial killer of Manhunter, whose home reflects his inner
state, lives in a house that through framing devices makes visual the representational objects of
his fantasy.By giving emphasis to architectural space in the mise-en-scène, Mann’s crime films
can make statements, in the words of Mark Lamster, “about the built—or unbuilt—environment,
or use that environment to comment metaphorically on any of a variety of subjects.”9 Mann’s
style within the crime film composes space as allusion, using the experience of inhabiting a
space and moving through it as meaningful experience. He provides the frame through which
the film’s viewer enacts the experience of perception and allusion. In seeing the framing as
rhetorical or, in Nietzsche’s phrasing, as “think[ing] our thoughts,” Mann exerts his will upon the
viewer to connect the environs to the narrative so that space drives the events and reflects
character.Nowhere is it more evident that Mann’s film style of space drives the narrative than in
the television series Miami Vice (1984–1989). As executive producer, Mann supervised the
production and established the look of the show, but he never directed an episode.10 Mark



Steensland explains: “To Mann, of course, this [Miami Vice] style was not gratuitous, but was
instead ‘an expression of place and content, the milieu the guys are moving through.’ ”11 Mann
was determined, as Steven Sanders puts it in his recent monograph, “to use the city not merely
as a backdrop but as a character in its own right. A tourist destination, a once and future film
location, and a safe haven for Cuban exiles, Miami is also a locus of the art deco, late modern,
and vernacular architecture that provides not one but many cityscapes and makes a major
contribution to the show’s atmosphere.”12 Sanders further suggests that Mann, along with the
show’s creator, Anthony Yerkovich, “sensed that the quintessentially telegenic Greater Miami
with its cycle of decline, decay, redevelopment, and renewal (invariably followed by further
repetitions of the cycle), affirmed the indeterminacy and contingency of postmodern noir.”13 The
Miami of the 1980s Miami Vice bears a similar dynamic to the Chicago of Thief: enough history
and identity resonate with the structures, but that history conflicts with the encroaching excess of
supermodernity. Miami’s deco buildings of the 1920s and 1930s, slathered in pastels, provide a
contrast to the modernity visualized by the characters (e.g., the cars, the fashions, the music). In
contrast, in the 2006 feature-film version of Miami Vice, not only are the deco buildings nowhere
in sight, but nonplaces also eclipse the modernity of the television series.Although Heat
visualizes a nonplace-dominated Los Angeles, it also exemplifies how Mann’s film style reflects
character. According to Janice Polley, Heat’s location manager, Mann “was very specific on this
film that he wanted it to be a certain look, each character had an architectural style, and he also
wanted it to be locations he had never photographed in Los Angeles before.”14 The film opens
with images of a commuter train and train station to establish architectural design as generating
attitudes about and an understanding of Neil, the bank robber.15 In the absence of narrative
context at the film’s outset, the environs and their design frame the character-commuter, but with
something different about him. The hospital in the second location provides another allusion. It
alludes to a nonplace, the second nonplace in this minutes-old film, in which inhabiting the
space determines the individuals. Neil “inhabits” the space, but his determined movement sets
him apart from the other patients’ excess. According to Mark Wildermuth, “Neil moves into the
hospital—a place of electronics, computer screens, and antiseptic whiteness, until Neil glances
in one room and we see a bleeding victim’s body in close-up, [the] first sign of what this all
means, anything can be invaded, nothing is secure, and nothing is sacred in this fragmented
world of incongruities.”16The hospital elaborates the dangerous, fragmented world of
supermodernity that began with the train station and provides an important example of how
Mann’s film style uses the camera to frame the perception of space to “manage” the characters
inhabiting and reacting to the space. It performs at a surface level of meaning within images and
narrative events. The space beneath the bridge determines the method of robbing the armored
truck in Heat and propels the rest of the story. Similarly, Graham’s “reading” of the victims’
homes in Manhunter motivates the course of his investigation. The buildings Frank breaks into in
Thief define his professional character. The breakdown of virtual and physical networks
motivates the undercover operation in the 2006 Miami Vice. Hence, my claim that space drives



the narrative in Mann’s modern crime films.With space driving the narrative and reflecting
character, isolating the various levels of meaning and architectural representation becomes
necessary to understanding the narratives and finding elements that resonate with Nietzsche. In
Mann’s first feature-length film, the made-for-television movie The Jericho Mile (1979), a single
structure dominates the narrative, Folsom State Penitentiary. Because one structure dominates
the film, the narrative plays more like a one-act story, reacting to a single event. Folsom tells a
story of containment and institutional repression. At key moments, Folsom literally forces
convicts into their solitude. Bells ring, and the cell bars close, shutting in each convict. Les
Roberts, in applying Augé’s theory to Pawel Pawlikowski’s Last Resort (2000), classifies different
zones of nonplaces: arrival and departure, transition, and stasis. Folsom fits the “zone of stasis,”
with its denial of movement and with connection beyond the boundaries becoming “the central
element within the social practice of the diegetic characters.”17 Considered alone, Folsom offers
little narrative, but its intertextual relationship to the prison experiences of Mann’s other modern
crime films, especially Thief and Heat, informs those narratives.With Thief, Mann begins a
depiction of the American city. Thief features either urban-based businesses or upper-middle-
class homes. The decaying structures of Thief suggest the ending of place and the coming
excess of supermodernity’s nonplaces. Thief and the Miami Vice television series have a retro
element to their architecture. The skyline shots of Chicago contain iconic structures, such as the
Sears Tower, which emphasize the identity of the space. Mann purposefully frames his city view
to make Chicago’s identity and history (North Shore, blues clubs, State Street) distinct,
emphasizing in Thief a narrative with polarities of place and nonplace.More specifically, Mann
shows the parts of the local architecture that emphasize the zone of arrival and departure within
a structure: fire escapes in the alley, doorways, windows, bus station, police station, elevator
shafts, and the industrial water front—all fringe, boundary, or transitional spaces. Mann’s
strategic framing finds the retro feel of Chicago architecture giving way to nonplace. For
example, as Frank prepares a break-in, he goes to an old foundry, seemingly from the
nineteenth century and about to collapse. The temporal quality of the architecture in Thief
comes from its juxtaposition within single shots and to other architectural references. The urban
architecture’s age contrasts to the contemporary suburban environment, as seen in the house
Frank buys and the home of the crime boss, Leo. The only distinction Frank’s and Leo’s homes
seem to have is that they are just like every other house in the neighborhoods of gridlike streets.
The suburban architecture tells a story of an excess of conformity and the expansion of
nonplaces, issues that parallel Frank’s story.Nonplaces become more elaborate as Mann’s
crime films progress. “Travelers,” Augé’s term, enter the network of nonplaces and thereby
transform themselves into commuters or passengers or shoppers. In other words, the structures
suggest a sequence of acts. In Act I, or the beginning, travelers enter supermodernity (zones of
arrival and departure). Act II concerns the obstacles and conflicts that test the hero on his or her
path to an important revelation. Within the network of nonplaces, Augé explains, the traveler
“obeys the same code as others, receives the same messages, [and] responds to the same



entreaties.”18 In Mann’s crime cinema, the codes, messages, and entreaties of the architecture
are often seductive: Larry “Rain” Murphy (Peter Strauss) in The Jericho Mile eschews the
standard ethnic affiliations coded into the prison; Frank in Thief succumbs temporarily to
suburban living; Graham of Manhunter reenters the network of nonplaces as an FBI investigator
and fights to maintain his professionalism as evidence/architecture taunts him; a complex set of
structures tempts both Neil and police lieutenant Vincent Hanna (Al Pacino) throughout Heat (to
be good at what they do, they cannot inhabit traditional socially acceptable “spaces”: Neil denies
any attachments, and Vincent has to mimic Neil’s actions to be able to track him); and in Miami
Vice the film, the architecture of domesticity and a world outside of police work tempts Sonny
Crockett. In Act III, the ending, the environs frame a story of affirming identity or the ultimate loss
of identity. In the language of nonplace, Act III resolves the tension between the zone of arrival
and departure and the zone of stasis. For example, the safe house at the end of Miami Vice
suggests the stasis of domesticity with Isabella that Crockett denies; Graham’s beach house
tells as much of his ending as any element of the film; and the jets and airport frame the loss of
Neil’s life and Vincent’s stasis at the end of Heat. Mann’s strategically stylized architecture
conveys a narrative, starting with crossing a threshold into supermodernity, then meeting
conflicts of identity (deteriorating old buildings, juxtapositions of new and old, placement) and
obstacles in realizing identity (place becomes nonplace, nonplace becomes place), and, in the
end, returning to zones of arrival and departure, where structures connote the excess of time,
space, and a loss of identity.Again, Mann engages Augé’s theory, first by establishing a visual
vocabulary of space. As noted earlier, Les Roberts provides a rubric to categorize general
nonplaces: zones of arrival and departure (airports, commuter train stations, bus stations,
industrial piers—and, within those spaces, doors and windows), zones of transition (roads,
parking garages, diners and bars, motels and hotels, the underside of bridges), and zones of
stasis (homes, office buildings, physical and virtual networks, cars). When this lexicon is turned
back on Mann’s films, a progression of place to nonplaces emerges. The 1981 Thief contains
much “place,” the identity of Chicago, but in the 1995 Heat little of the Los Angeles that Mann
depicts contains any “place” (we know it’s Los Angeles only because the characters say it’s Los
Angeles). Collateral takes place entirely within nonplaces, and Miami Vice (Miami looking no
different than Los Angeles) finds “place” only outside of Miami. Mann’s film style does not
change, but his architectural representations reflect the growing sameness of Augé’s
supermodernity. Augé’s concept helps connect how Mann’s film style and the architectural
representations interact, an important layer of meaning just below the surface of image and
narrative events, but making sense of the excessive sameness of supermodernity demands a
more expansive philosophy, and in many ways this layer of meaning echoes the ideas of
Friedrich Nietzsche.The combination of film style and architectural representation has two broad
effects on Mann’s modern crime films. First, architecture and narrative intersect at crucial
moments of a film. The characters redefine the space (e.g., the armored car robbery and the
bank robbery in the streets in Heat), or the space redefines the characters and their situation



(e.g., Max Durocher’s [Jamie Foxx] cab in Collateral or the victims’ homes in Manhunter).
Second, the architectural representations may reflect a character’s inner state (the sparseness
of Neil’s beach house in Heat). The exterior/interior dynamic of the effect of film style and
architectural representation demonstrates how pervasive “space” becomes in Mann’s crime
films.The heroes in these films defy reduction to commuters or patients or diners or shoppers
and suggest a narrative space negotiated between architecture and story world. In Nietzsche’s
words, the heroes of Mann’s modern crime films are “the godless.” Nietzsche’s God/religion
parallels Augé’s supermodernity of excess. The “godless” struggle to not let God/religion/
morality reduce them to a member of the “herd.” According to Nietzsche, “Morality trains the
individual to be a function of the herd and to ascribe value to himself only as a function.”19
Mann’s heroes defy the herd, and their interactions with the spaces they inhabit make this clear.
Nietzsche seems particularly relevant to the relationship between the godless and institutional
spaces: “The language spoken by these buildings is far too rhetorical and unfree . . . we who are
godless could not think our thoughts in such surroundings.”20 An especially important place in
Mann’s modern crime film that is “far too rhetorical and unfree” is the prison. It becomes an
intertextual convergence point, an institutional nonplace that strips away identity. We see the
prison in The Jericho Mile, and Murphy asserts that he is “nothing.” Frank, in Thief, explains
prison as a negotiation between nonplace and a person and expresses a Nietzschean notion of
becoming free or not becoming one of the herd: “I was twenty when I went in, thirty-one when I
come out. . . . You don’t count months and years. You don’t do time that way. . . . You gotta forget
time. You gotta not give a fuck if you live or die. You gotta get to where nothing means
nothing.”For Nietzsche, getting to “where nothing means nothing” is indicative of freedom: “Such
a spirit who has become free stands amid the cosmos with a joyous and trusting fatalism, in the
faith that only the particular is loathsome, and that all is redeemed and affirmed in the whole—he
does not negate any more.”21 In Nietzsche’s language, the heroes in Mann’s modern crime films
are Dionysian. In Heat, Neil’s crew formed in prison, and they learned the following lesson from
an older thief: don’t keep anything in your life you’re “not willing to walk out on in thirty seconds
flat if you feel the heat around the corner.”22 In Mann’s crime films, the prison represents the
institutional space that erases individual identity. The hero suffers metaphorical death, then
resurrects as a new identity within the prison: a thief who violates the definitions of institutional
space. Prison, then, is the space in which the hero negotiates his freedom from the herd and, in
Nietzschean terms, becomes godless. Creating a new life and family or returning to family life
drives the hero, and because of the emphasis on living and creating “place,” Mann’s heroes
qualify as Dionysian.The home acts as another site of confrontation between the herd and the
godless in Mann’s modern crime films and appears to be more Apollonian. In Manhunter, the
victims’ homes contain the story of the murders and the clues to finding the serial killer, if
Graham can break their code. In reference to his wife’s house, Vincent in Heat refers to it as
“postdead tech,” the house becoming the visualization of the dope and Prozac “prisoners” of the
city as a zone of stasis. Steven Rybin periodically connects the interaction of architecture and



narrative in his analysis, and of Collateral he notes that “richly realized city images figure as an
overarching metaphor for postmodern contingency in innumerable scenes throughout the
film.”23 The living spaces in Miami Vice—trailer parks, mansions, glass-walled beachfront homes
—define the characters as much as their actions do. The Atlanta and Birmingham homes of
Manhunter become rhetorical and unfree, tragic redefinitions imposed by an Apollonian sense of
order and form as defined by Nietzsche. Francis Dollarhyde (Tom Noonan) acts as a violent
Apollonian in his “becoming” as he redefines the home space into his own art and religion (“You
owe me awe,” he tells one of his victims). At this level of meaning, Mann’s modern crime films
become tragedies of identity within a supermundane intercourse/supermodernity.In the 2006
Miami Vice and in Heat, the heroes enact an important variation on a Dionysian redefinition of
nonplace. The heroes of Miami Vice penetrate the nonplace of physical and virtual networks and
negotiate and renegotiate identity. As undercover agents, the space they inhabit insists they
establish the credibility of their “identities.” What could be more Dionysian for Nietzsche? As
Nietzsche claims, “In the Dionysian state . . . the whole affective system is excited and enhanced:
[it] drives forth simultaneously the power of representation, imitation, transfiguration,
transformation, and every kind of mimicking and acting.”24 The cops and robbers of Heat
renegotiate physical and virtual space to see each other’s acts as forms of Apollonian (Vincent)
and Dionysian (Neil) artistic expression. They change rooftops, freeways, parking garages, and
the underside of bridges into sophisticated forms of expression. Vincent, for example, arrives at
the armored-car robbery site and immediately inflicts order and form on the workspace,
decoding the evidence and even complimenting the quality of the work (“M.O. is that they are
good”). Throughout the film, Neil assumes different identities (he enters the hospital at the
beginning in the coveralls of an ambulance driver, and at the end he assumes the identity of a
hotel worker), until he reveals something close to the truth of himself to Eady (Amy Brenneman)
near the end and to Vincent at the very end.The meeting between the FBI and Miami police in
Miami Vice takes place on the top of an empty parking garage, surrounded by the digital grid of
buildings lit for the night. The nonplace parking garage frames scenes in which Mann’s
Dionysian characters redefine or elaborate self-definition/transformations. Crockett and Tubbs
go undercover; Neil learns about his nemeses from Nate (Jon Voight) in a parking garage; and
Dollarhyde sends the flaming Freddy Lounds (Stephen Lang) to the FBI in a parking garage. At
the end of Miami Vice, Crockett and Tubbs succeed in stopping the traitor within the drug
organization who used the Aryan Brotherhood to take over the organization. In effect, Crockett
and Tubbs expose and eliminate the viral infection within the network of nonplaces. The
implication is clear in the ending: the networks of the drug organization and the networks of law
enforcement will renegotiate the meaning of a few intersecting spaces and then, as in
Nietzsche’s eternal recurrence, continue as before. The American city of supermodernity exists
as a sprawling mass of stasis and is, in Nietzsche’s words, “rhetorical” and “unfree.”The endings
of Mann’s crime films become the moments when architecture and narrative achieve a
Nietzschean “frenzy” of convergence. Thief involves Frank’s invasion of the mob boss’s home.



The “frenzy” of violence ends with Frank still standing, free, but adrift in the excess of nonplace.
In Manhunter, the frenzy involves Graham crashing through the window into Dollarhyde’s home
and a violent “frenzy” of “we the godless” not able to “think our thoughts.” Amid the frenzy of
Waingro’s (Kevin Gage) killing at the airport hotel in Heat, Neil and Vincent face each other
(again, each in contact with an image of himself—the final sequence of consistent shot/reverse
shot of Neil and Vincent that runs through the film). Neil’s death recalls Nietzsche’s elaboration
of the Dionysian pessimism: “I call this pessimism of the future—I see it comes! I see it coming!—
Dionysian pessimism.”25 Max manages to kill Vincent on the commuter train in Collateral,
offering the visual of a Dionysian victory over the Apollonian in the sense that Max exerts his will
to power within the nonplace as Vincent mistakenly thinks he possesses a vision of power over
the excess of nonplace. Max ultimately becomes capable of a metamorphosis that Vincent is
unable or unwilling to achieve.In Miami Vice, the showdown takes place at an industrial pier, a
zone of arrival and departure, and reveals Crockett’s true identity as a cop to Isabella. Mann
suggests Augé’s idea that existing in supermodernity amounts to role-playing. Crockett, in
Augé’s (very Nietzschean) words, “tastes for a while . . . the more active pleasure of role-
playing.”26 By Miami Vice, nonplace dominates, in Mann’s view, the American city. Film style
and architectural representation negotiate a narrative from the tension between place and
nonplace, and by Mann’s latter films, which are set predominantly in nonplace, the characters
negotiate identity within nonplace—to varying degrees of success. The affirmation is not of
character or of identity, but of the hegemony of supermodernity. And as Nietzsche reminds us,
“We who are godless could not think our thoughts in such surroundings.”Characters’ internal
conflict with supermodernity also relies on film style and architectural representation. For
example, in Manhunter Mann fixes Dollarhyde’s inner demons to the architecture and objects of
his home. Thomas Harris’s original novel describes a home much like the house from
Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960). In Manhunter, however, Dollarhyde’s home becomes a richer symbol
because of its purpose in visualizing Dollarhyde’s interior and not, as in Harris’s case, in
reflecting his upbringing. “[Manhunter’s] architecture,” F. X. Feeney explains, “is not a passive
backdrop defining milieu, but a dynamic and active part of the drama. Dollarhyde’s house looks
normal on the outside, but the inside is full of objects selected by Dollarhyde that express his
delusions about what he seeks.”27When Graham breaks through the glass picture window (part
of a broken glass/mirror motif) at Dollarhyde’s home, he metaphorically succeeds in breaking
into Dollarhyde’s mind. The house is Dollarhyde’s mindscape, including lots of glass to refract
and distort the outside light into strange shadow plays on the walls, a lunar landscape mural, a
strange planet-system light fixture, a television set droning only static, William Blake’s The Great
Red Dragon and the Woman Clothed with the Sun painting. The interior design of the home
features a flow-through openness because Dollarhyde’s mind contains no walls.There seems to
be only a kitchen and a main room, where windowpanes encase the front door. At the end of the
fight, Dollarhyde lies on the floor with blood pouring out from him, forming red dragon wings—his
final transformation literally soaks into the structure. In Harris’s novel, Dollarhyde’s house burns



down and sets up a standard horror film genre ending in which Dollarhyde appears later at
Graham’s home, allowing Graham to reaffirm his identity and “home.” Clearly, Mann adapts
Harris’s story away from its temporal narrative (i.e., When will Dollarhyde reappear?) to a
spatially driven narrative of Graham breaking into Dollarhyde’s home and mind and emphasizing
Nietzsche’s godless overcoming the religious.The effect of film style and architectural
representation appears in Mann’s first film, The Jericho Mile. Rain Murphy’s cell, in particular,
makes visual Murphy’s interiority of “nothing”: it is virtually empty and completely unadorned,
connecting to Frank’s “nothing means nothing” in Thief. Murphy’s only friend, in the next cell,
offers the other side of the visual juxtaposition: a cell decorated with pictures of his family. Mann
tints the shots of Murphy working out in the cell in a blue light, which connects this space to the
oceanside homes in Manhunter and Heat. According to Rybin, “Mann often links blue and gray
color schemes to the existential crisis of his characters.”28 The color signifies the narrative
moment, but the surrounding architecture and the character’s interaction with it express the
character’s interiority and the basis of the existential crisis ahead. And the characters’ interiority
reveals their status as “godless.”One of Mann’s most profound examples of style, architecture,
and character interiority comes in Heat and the first depiction of Neil’s beach house. As noted
earlier, the house frames the beach from the interior, emphasizing the glass wall facing the
ocean, with the ocean horizon line neatly dividing the composition into equal halves. Jean-
Baptiste Thoret sees a metaphor of separation in these fragmented glass surfaces in Mann’s
films, forming “a glass jar, but also set[ting] up a place of confrontation between a feeling of
enclosure, or claustrophobia even, and that of an infinite openness.”29 The modernist style with
its bright, clean, airy spaces appeals to Neil, the former convict. An artificially lit and cramped
prison cell, as seen in The Jericho Mile, severely restricts opening to the exterior. The contracted
cell offers nowhere for the spatial experience to go except for off another wall, and it denies the
opportunity for mental or visual stimulation (see Frank’s explanation of being state raised in
Thief).Neil’s beach house displays the opposite, a place where the godless can think their
thoughts. Windows facing the ocean constitute an entire wall made of glass, resulting in an airy
interior awash in bluish lighting. The ocean so dominates this scene that it feels as if it were an
extension of the house, making the house expansive—not, as Thoret suggests, an enclosure.30
Neil’s house becomes instrumental in visualizing the connection between Neil and the ocean.
Water signs follow Neil throughout the film, and his inner motivation becomes tied to crossing
the ocean with Eady to a new life. In Nietzsche’s words, the crossing is ascension to being an
“overman” and to deceiving “not even myself.”31 The excesses of supermodernity (nonplace)
drive Neil’s interior narrative and his existential crisis. The interaction of Mann’s film style and
architectural representation makes visual Neil’s longing for identity in some meaning-filled space
across the ocean (place), just as Nietzsche claims the godless seek to “see ourselves translated
into stone and plants . . . to take walks in ourselves when we stroll around these buildings and
gardens.”32 Yet Vincent kills Neil, not only denying Neil’s ascension, but also sentencing Vincent
himself to a life in the excess of supermodernity, similar to Murphy’s prison sentence in The



Jericho Mile, similar to Frank’s wandering at the end of Thief and to Crockett’s life at the end of
the 2006 Miami Vice. The tragedy of Manhunter takes the form of Graham’s dark descent into
Dollarhyde’s dreams. Graham’s survival makes him stronger, and he returns to his family (the
beach home), bearing yet more scars of his battles within supermodernity. Nietzsche helps us
understand these films as tragedies.Mann’s film style connects architectural representations
and story events. Because these modern crime films involve stories in which cops and criminals
alter the physical and virtual space, interaction becomes inevitable. Place and nonplace appear
in Mann’s crime films so consistently that they form a lexicon. For example, the prison, both
present (The Jericho Mile, Manhunter) and referenced (Thief, Heat), becomes a nonplace of
existential self-awareness and redefinition—nonplace turns the hero into “nothing,” and from
there the hero begins a journey of new identity. Prison is the central metaphor of supermodernity.
Prison and supermodernity turn individuals into “nothing,” and the film characters become
heroes because the prison forces them to reclaim their identity. The home becomes tragic space
because families do not unite; they are often destroyed or torn apart there. Mann, the director as
architect, exerts an artistic will through the use of space. Homes become crime scenes. The
underside of bridges, often eerily lit, with cathedral-like arches, becomes a strange, underworld
stadium where the professionals perform. These intersections of space and narrative motivate
characters through the narrative and, in turn, motivate new meanings of the space.Part of
Mann’s design resides with film style and architectural representation revealing character
interiority. Mann’s use of architectural design in the framing effect of Neil’s beach house in Heat
reveals Neil’s connection to the ocean, the emptiness of his life, and the precision with which he
lives; the open flow of windows and rooms in Dollarhyde’s home in Manhunter becomes the
landscape filled with the objects of his psychosis. For Mann, the relationship between
architectural design and character interiority is a subtle means of making the inner life of the
characters visual. He directs as if he were one of Nietzsche’s architects: “The most powerful
human beings have always inspired architects; the architect has always been under the spell of
power. His buildings are supposed to render pride visible, and the victory over gravity, the will to
power. Architecture is a kind of eloquence of power in forms—now persuading, even flattering,
now only commanding.”33Michael Mann’s films represent an alternative convergence of
architecture space and film. His crime films move architecture from the background to the
foreground. Most crime films rely on temporal elements to move the story and relegate
architectural space to the background. At most, space accentuates a feeling or enhances the
ambiance. Time, in most crime films, drives the conventional crime narrative and ultimately
produces conventional results: reaffirming identity and place. The hero in Memento (2000,
Christopher Nolan) moves backward through his memory to discover his identity; L.A.
Confidential (1997, Curtis Hanson) uses the crime genre to evoke the heritage of a city’s identity
as the heroes establish their identities; Reservoir Dogs (1992, Quentin Tarantino) emphasizes its
temporal discontinuities to express its characters.Mann’s crime films are different because the
heroes do not win their confrontations with the modern urban spaces; nonplace triumphs over



place. Philosophers such as Nietzsche help us understand the depth of this tragedy. At best,
Mann’s heroes survive the confrontation within the identityless American city (Thief, Manhunter,
Collateral, and Miami Vice) and live to fight the hegemony of nonplace and supermodernity
another day (eternal recurrence). Heat provides an operatic, multilayered culmination of the
spatially driven film: Vincent, Apollonian enforcer of the law (for Nietzsche, religion, law, morality;
for Augé, nonplace), kills Neil, the Dionysian seeking to exert his will to power, at the end of a
runway at LAX (the airport—Augé’s ultimate image of nonplace, a zone of arrival and exit), with
jets (zones of transition) full of passengers flying in and out over the ocean. Moby’s “God Moving
over the Face of the Ocean” rises on the soundtrack, further enhancing the water–ocean
imagery associated with Neil and his tragic ascension. Vincent, facing inland to the airport and
city (nonplace), takes Neil’s hand in an act of transference and acknowledgment (as in the
opening, Vincent understands the meanings of the transformed space and that Neil almost
became a Nietzschean overman). Neil dies facing the ocean, an important image in Mann’s
modern crime films because it suggests a mysterious, perfect place on its other, unseen shore.
Mann’s “eloquence of power in forms” in Heat makes for a grand tragedy of the Dionysian,
attempting to construct their own “buildings,” to think their thoughts, and, ultimately, to rise above
the “ostentatious monuments of some supermundane intercourse.” The excessive sameness of
supermodernity/supermundane intercourse overwhelms them and underscores Mann’s
Nietzschean sense of tragedy or Dionysian pessimism:
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